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Chapter I - Back to Basics 
 
 
The author of this chapter worked as an air safety field investigator and engineer for Beech Aircraft 
(1990-1999), and an accident and wreckage reconstruction consultant (since 1999), which opened 
his eyes to how inaccurate and/or incomplete investigations can impact the entire aviation industry. 
One of the areas that has not changed much in the air safety world is the amount of attention 
dedicated to a high visibility or “major” investigation versus a typical “field” investigation. Even 
though airline crashes receive more media coverage and typically result in a multitude of 
injuries/fatalities at once, the majority of investigations are related to general aviation.  
 
To some extent, the limited efforts devoted to general aviation accidents are understandable due 
to the limited budgets of manufacturers and government agencies. However, we as investigators 
still can make substantial improvements to our methodologies without incurring substantial 
increases in cost. Inaccurate and/or incomplete probable causes litter the “field” investigation 
databases. This situation affects our ability to assist the aviation industry in making effective 
judgments to resolve immediate and long-term problems. This chapter will discuss a “back-to-
basics” approach to investigations. Then, some examples of actual field investigations are 
presented to show why this is so important.  
 
 
Foundations of a proper investigation - defining the minimum criteria 
 
Does a relatively simple accident change our approach to the investigation when compared to a 
complex accident? Theoretical answer: It shouldn’t. Practical answer: It usually does. High-visibility 
and liability typically drive the depth of an investigation, and it is human nature to “relax” when 
nobody gets hurt. We need to keep in mind that “minor” incidents that turned into close calls (e.g., 
almost a mid-air collision or a mechanical failure that forced an uneventful emergency landing) 
could just as easily turned into major accidents; therefore, we should thoroughly document all 
events when possible. One way to achieve this is to maintain a consistent and comprehensive 
methodology for documenting both “accidents” and “incidents” (as defined by the NTSB). Empirical 
knowledge is one of our best friends as long as it’s actually correct. Obviously, engineers intend for 
aircraft system or component designs to be safe. Also, certification and regulations consider many 
possible failure scenarios that engineers attempt to design out of the equation. This usually and 
fortunately results in limited accidents; but, this also means investigators end up with limited 
empirical data to compare with an aircraft accident. Incorrect and limited data result in lost 
opportunities to take advantage of empirical knowledge.  
 
Complex investigations require a team with the appropriate expertise. As indicated in the 
introduction, general aviation may be neglected due to lack of resources. When comparing a 
Boeing 747 mid-air explosion with 500 fatalities versus a Cessna 152 stall/spin resulting in two 
fatalities, it doesn’t take much thought to see which accident should get the most attention. Or does 
it? The money spent to conduct the investigation will differ, but the experts required to find the 
cause may not - pilot and mechanic experts, radar/flight data experts, structural and system 
engineers, meteorologists, metallurgists, etc. could all be needed for both accidents. Investigators 
sometimes wear several hats such as being the accident and wreckage reconstructionist along with 
evaluating metallurgical and human factors issues – this can into a problem if an investigator 
doesn’t have enough background to properly cover all these areas. Generalists, who include most 
field investigators, inherently require a broad-based knowledge in the industry along with the ability 
to recognize what types of specialists are needed to support the investigation. It is not unusual to 
find specialists, who are not pilots or mechanics, analyze details involving flight or maintenance 
operations without actually having this experience.  
 
We normally have limited time and money to conduct our investigation. For instance, if aircraft 
wreckage is scattered along a major metropolitan highway and the investigation team is getting 
serious pressure by the local authorities to recover the wreckage ASAP, the investigation team 
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needs to prioritize the most important parts to document and preserve. Another example is setting 
up a relatively inexpensive test to prove or disprove a theory, prior to deciding on a full-blown test 
program.  This means an investigator must know how to think creatively and “outside the box” to 
solve problems practically. Typically, we become better at this concept as we gain investigation 
experience and work with experienced investigators on our team.  
 
Even though investigators become savvier and more confident based upon their experience, we 
must guard against becoming overconfident or complacent. A fireman with 30 years experience 
might investigate a house that burned down and determines that the fire started at the furnace. If 
his findings are based upon the fact that he has seen this happen 100 times during his career, but 
no evidence exists to determine the origin of this particular fire, then he has used flawed analysis. 
Investigators must base their conclusions on facts and scientific principles, not just experience 
(refer to Figure 1-1). Remember this adage: “Evidence is King.” We need to maintain the 
investigation’s integrity by staying away from putting our “gut feelings” ahead of actual physical 
evidence. Investigators should be disciplined and patient about gathering all possible evidence as 
well as look past the perceived obvious, i.e., use in-depth analysis. Do not start forming any 
conclusions until the facts are completely documented and evaluated. Examples in this chapter will 
show how inaccurate or incomplete investigation findings result from selective gathering of 
evidence.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1-1: Why we shouldn’t assume just our experience is enough to make conclusions 

 
 

No matter how many investigations you conduct, there is always something new to experience. 
This means that there is always room for improvement when it comes to both our communication 
and learning process. The previously mentioned empirical knowledge can be enhanced when we 
share our investigation experiences and use them as lessons to be learned. Effective ways to do 
this include attending and presenting at seminars organized by the International Society of Air 
Safety Investigators and General Aviation Air Safety Investigators.  
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Who’s on the team? 
 
Imagine a mechanic trying to fix an airplane without using the proper tools, or a pilot flying in 
unfamiliar airspace without using the proper aeronautical maps. This is similar to an investigator 
not being aware of all the expertise, which is available and may be necessary for the investigation. 
We should develop a strong awareness of the following areas of expertise (I’m probably missing 
something).  
  

• Air traffic control and radar 

• Airport operation and design 

• Avionics 

• Biomechanics 

• Certification and airworthiness 

• Engineering (aerodynamics, electrical, safety, structural, systems, etc.) 

• Fire and explosion 

• Flight data and cockpit voice recording 

• Human factors (machine-person-environment interface issues)  

• Maintenance 

• Materials (metal, composite, and plastic) 

• Meteorology 

• Pathology and toxicology 

• Piloting (test, instruction, or general operation) 

• Simulator and animation 

• Sound spectrum analysis (tower recordings and CVR) 

• Test and system modeling 

• Tribology (lubrication, friction and wear) 

• Wreckage and accident reconstruction (piecing all of the above together) 
 
As indicated before, we may possess knowledge in areas beyond our primary expertise, but we 
need to understand our limitations and know when to involve the appropriate generalists or 
specialists. Build a network of experts and learn as much as possible about what/how they can add 
to your investigation.  
 
 
Concentrating on small pieces of evidence until understanding the big picture 
 
When have you heard someone ask, “How do you take all those broken pieces and understand 
what happened?” The answer is, “One piece at a time.” This seems so simple; yet our experience, 
knowledge and ego can prompt us to cut corners or jump to conclusions. Sometimes we get away 
with this, but we are not exercising quality control no matter how we would like to justify it. To 
illustrate this basic investigative concept, solve the following cryptogram (the answer is at the end 
of this chapter):  
 
FG  VUZRQ  VTPJE  EDHMFMJ  ZFH RHZECJE, ACJX  KCS  FEX’A  ACJ  KCTUJ ZFHOUZXJ  
YZNJ  TDA  TG  ACZA  EADGG?  
Z = A,  V = B,  G = F, E = S, A = T,, M = V, K = W 
 
Tools needed to solve this puzzle are knowledge of the English language (reading, writing, and 
spelling), similar to understanding engineering and sciences. Also, knowledge of the English-
speaking culture is required (slangs, humor, etc.), similar to understanding the aviation industry. 
We should logically start by replacing all the given letters, similar to finding initial pieces of evidence. 
Next, evaluate the small words to determine their vowels, knowing that one-letter words are either 
A or I. Note that during this process we start by concentrating on the words in the sentence and not 
the entire sentence. Likewise, when we are documenting pieces of wreckage, our focus starts on 
each piece and not the entire wreckage. After we make some educated guesses on which letters 
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can work, we start to string two or more words together. Then, we iterate the process until we see 
that the sentence makes sense. Likewise, as we accumulate our wreckage findings piece by piece, 
we theorize realistic possibilities based on the available evidence. Then, we compare relationships 
between two or more findings, and iterate through logic and tests to find out whether or not we can 
connect the dots. Our goal is to eventually “visualize” the accident; in otherwords, establish the 
sequence of events leading to and including the accident.  
 
An effective investigation tool is the “nine-box matrix” depicted in Figure 1-2. Chapter II will discuss 
how this tool helps us derive a comprehensive checklist beyond the basic established report format. 
The nine-box matrix also prompts us to account for the small pieces of evidence before looking at 
the big picture, and helps establish a game plan for further investigation needs. For example, 
questions involving the "Machine" should include radar and ground support equipment along with 
the aircraft. "Environment" involves the airport operations and company policies as well as the 
weather. Each box eventually evolves into a multitude of specific questions.  
 
 

 Person (owner, operator, 
passengers, witnesses, 
etc. 

Machine (aircraft, radar 
site, maintenance 
equipment, etc. 

Environment (weather, 
accident scene, work 
culture, etc. 

Before    

During    

After    

 

Figure 1-2: Nine-box matrix 

 
 
Scientific method 
 
We want to minimize the influence of any bias or prejudice of the investigation team by evaluating 
a hypothesis or theory through accurate, reliable, consistent and non-arbitrary representation of 
the investigative findings. The flow chart depicted in Figure 1-3 concisely shows the basic process; 
however, effectiveness of this method is dependent upon investigative resources and 
completeness of information gathered. Integrating the nine-box matrix will provide investigators 
with a comprehensive approach to gathering the investigative findings as well as decide the 
expertise needed to answer the questions.  
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Figure 1-3: Basic scientific method flow chart 

 
 
Art versus Science 
 
The old adage that “physics doesn’t change,” is alive and well. Mechanisms and structures have 
physical properties that “talk” to us. Also, miniature pieces obey the physical laws of nature the 
same as big pieces, e.g., for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. Physical 
properties of materials can be verified and quantified in many ways. We measure and describe the 
amount of damage or change in parts regarding their geometry, volume, direction, and orientation. 
One common method to visualize damage is by piecing wreckage together on a frame or during a 
wreckage layout. We try to distinguish impact versus pre-impact damage (or normal wear). This is 
typically the scientific part of wreckage reconstruction.  
 
Specific details or scientific findings usually are what they are: Part A fracture profile fits together 
with part B fracture; radar data showed the aircraft flying at X feet and descending at Y feet per 
minute; autopsy revealed cause of death from blunt force trauma; metallurgical findings showed 
fatigue cracks and dissimilar metal corrosion; human factors studies show a person can optimally 
react to a specific emergency in Z seconds; etc. Our artistic side (skill acquired by a combination 
of experience, creativity and imagination) comes into play when we need to globally consider 
evidence, then mix and match it with logical perception. This becomes even more necessary when 
conveniently related test or engineering data, proven empirical knowledge, or crash-recording 
devices (CVR, FDR, etc.) are unavailable.  
 
To be creative and imaginative, we need to recognize our inherent biases such as preconceived 
notions based on our experience (or lack thereof) and a have willingness to consider the “absurd.” 
Just in case you think I’m handing you a bunch of theoretical “mumbo-jumbo,” the following two 
examples of actual accident circumstances are presented.  
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First, let’s visualize a propeller-driven airplane flying level at cruise speed, while crashing into 
gradually rising and densely forested terrain. The main wreckage comes to rest ~500 feet from the 
initial tree impact and sustains a post-impact fire. The propeller had separated from the engine and 
was found just downstream of the main wreckage. Study the three-bladed aluminum propeller 
damage depicted in Figure 1-4. Notice the pronounced aft curling of only one blade tip, with the 
other two blades exhibiting relatively simple bending. Also notice that two blades appear to be in a 
feathered position (~90° pitch angles from the plane of rotation), and the two non-curled blades are 
bent in opposite directions. Physics tells us that the curled blade tip did not impact a tree and wrap 
around a branch. In order for the blade curling to take place, the propeller needed to have been 
rotating under power (2,000-2,700 RPM) through a dense medium (cutting through trees), while 
systematically striking the trees with only one blade. Each strike of the blade tip incrementally 
twisted it toward low pitch until finally curling about 1½ times. Think about the odds of this 
happening. Now, think about what an investigator would possibly consider if the post-impact fire 
had consumed just the curled blade tip. This could easily create a false perception that the engine 
was not producing power during the impact sequence.  
 
 

 
Figure 1-4: Propeller blade curl 

 
 
A second example is an airplane flying a long cross-country during the winter with four persons on 
board. While cruising at 10,000 feet MSL (~9,000 feet AGL), the pilot lost consciousness (believed 
to be from CO poisoning due to circumferential cracks found on the burner can of the gas-fueled 
cabin heater assembly). Unknowingly, the pilot lost control of the airplane and allowed it to enter a 
high-speed descent. Subsequently, the pilot somehow made an abrupt pull-up maneuver that 
resulted in an inflight breakup of both the wings and stabilator (pitch control surface). Wreckage 
was scattered over approximately two miles (refer to Figure 1-5). Amazingly, two of the four persons 
on board survived. They had remained with the main wreckage - inside the torn open fuselage 
cabin area, which also had the right wing and engine assembly attached. The main wreckage had 
landed in a remote forested area and somehow impacted trees in a way that buffered the fall 
enough to keep at least two people alive.   
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Figure 1-5: Two-mile wreckage scatter from an inflight breakup 

 
 
The moral of these examples is be thorough during the wreckage examination as well as remain 
open-minded and expect the unexpected.  
 
 
“Proof is in the pudding” 
 
Now let’s look at a few examples of how failing to apply the aforementioned investigation principles 
can result in incomplete or inaccurate analysis. Please note that I’ve briefly summarized two 
Cessna models not with the intention of picking on Cessna aircraft. Correspondingly, I’ve chosen 
two NTSB investigations not to single out the NTSB.  
 
Case study #1 - Cessna 525A (CJ2) runway overrun, NTSB Report No. NYC03FA002:  
 
The pilot landed the airplane too fast down the runway, and failed to properly abort and execute a 
go-around. Airplane rolled off the end of the runway and impacted upward sloping terrain while 
trying to become airborne. Both front seat (cockpit) occupants sustained serious facial/head impact 

~2 miles 
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injuries and both rear cabin occupants were uninjured. NTSB probable cause was “the pilot's 
improper decision to land with excessive speed, and his delayed decision to perform an aborted 
landing, both of which resulted in a runway overrun. A factor was the tail wind.” Ample investigation 
resources and time were spent verifying that there were no aircraft system anomalies that caused 
or contributed to the runway overrun. This case study discusses the implications of the field 
investigation falling short of looking into what caused the serious injuries to the two people in the 
cockpit.  
While impacting the terrain, the pilot was rendered unconscious and sustained a fractured cheek 
bone. The right front seat passenger’s head impact injury resulted in facial reconstruction. NTSB 
investigative findings showed that the left front seat inertia reel passed its acceptance test, and the 
right front seat inertia reel did not. Both acceptance tests resulted in the reels locking at 1.5g, yet 
both shoulder harness assemblies did not appear to adequately restrain the occupants.  
 
Examination/comparison of the subject Cessna CJ2 wreckage and an exemplar CJ2 have revealed 
that significant crushing of the fuselage nose section absorbed most of the impact energy and 
prevented the occupants from sustaining fatal deceleration/g-loads. Per the wreckage recovery 
crew, both front seat assemblies had remained attached to the cockpit floor structure, i.e., relative 
displacement of the floor and seat assemblies were similar. Both control column assemblies 
remained intact and were displaced aft and upward in concert with both front seat tracks, i.e., 
relative displacement of the front seat occupants in relation with their control wheels. The right side 
of fuselage nose section exhibited a 44-45° crush line and the left side exhibited a 35-36° crush 
line, which are consistent with the occupants flailing primarily forward and slightly to the right during 
the ground impact. Biomechanics analysis and evaluation of the overall cockpit deformation 
revealed that the facial injuries sustained by both front seat occupants were caused from striking 
their respective control wheel. Vertical g-loads sustained during the terrain impact did not result in 
serious back injuries.  
 
During the exemplar CJ2 inspection, the accident pilot (6’-3”, 170 lbs) was positioned in the left 
front seat with the five-point restraint system properly adjusted against his body. The pilot 
positioned his seat the same as when he is flying – adjusted to its most aft locked position on the 
seat tracks, with the seat back at its most upright setting. The pilot adjusted his seat height via the 
sight gage mounted above the center of the glare shield. The shoulder harness belts were jerked 
forward and locked at the least possible inertia reel payout length. Shoulder harness belt tension 
was maintained. The pilot’s left hand held the control column full aft with the control wheel rotated 
approximately 45° from a neutral setting, and the pilot’s right hand was on the engine controls in 
the full power position (normal positions when a pilot is trying to liftoff and avoid impact with terrain). 
The pilot was then able to droop his shoulders and thorax downward (simulating vertical g-loads), 
without exerting any excessive pull force on the seat back, and lean forward enough to make facial 
contact with the control wheel. Two other persons (5’-11”, 175 lbs, and 6’-0”, 230 lbs) duplicated 
the seated test without changing the seat and control positions – both were able to droop their 
shoulders and thorax downward, and lean forward enough to make facial contact with the control 
wheel.  
 
In addition, static pull tests on the ends of both shoulder harness belts were conducted. The 
shoulder harness belts were jerked forward and held to the least possible inertia reel payout length. 
The straps were then pulled forward at 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 pounds. During each pull force, the 
elastic displacement of the upper portion of the seat back was measured. The forward seat back 
deflections (i.e., roughly corresponding to the forward motion of the pilot’s upper torso) were 1/8, 
5/8, 7/8, 1-1/8 and 1-5/16 inches, respectively; therefore, the pilot’s cheek would translate forward 
at least another one inch into the control wheel with a shoulder harness tension force of only 100 
pounds. Per FAR 23.561, the pilot should be given “every reasonable chance of escaping serious 
injury” during emergency landing conditions, with static inertia loads of 9.0g forward. Also, FAR 
23.562 requires the seat assembly to withstand peak dynamic loads of about 26g forward (with 10° 
yaw) and 19g downward (with 30° pitch up). This means that the pilot’s upper torso would far 
exceed 100 pounds of forward pull force on the shoulder harness and more than 1-5/8 inches of 
seat back deflection during a dynamic crash condition.  
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While researching cockpit seat certification, it’s interesting to note that crash sled tests were 
conducted with the seat and restraint assembly, an instrumented crash dummy, and a mock 
instrument panel and glare shield. A control column and wheel assembly was not included because 
head impact with the glare shield, not the control wheel, was assumed. The occupant’s chest is 
expected to impact the control wheel, and the crash dummy is not designed to simulate the 
drooping of the shoulders and thorax during the impact tests. Airplanes have to deal with both the 
horizontal and vertical components during an emergency landing. The normal response for a pilot 
preparing to contact terrain would be to pull the nose up to minimize a direct head-on collision; 
therefore, facial impact with the control wheel should be a practical consideration during the crash 
sled tests. 
 
Case study #2 - Cessna 152 stall/spin, NTSB Report No. NYC05FA069:  
 
An instructor and student took off in good weather with full fuel. They apparently were practicing a 
stall/spin from approximately 3,000 feet AGL. Available radar data and witness statements 
indicated that the airplane maintained its descent until ground impact. Witnesses saw the airplane 
“spiraling” in a nose down attitude, but could not determine its direction of rotation. Both occupants 
sustained fatal injuries during terrain impact. Wreckage remained together and was resting upright, 
with no debris path or horizontal ground scars. Pertinent NTSB wreckage inspection findings 
included the following: 
 

• No evidence of fire or smoke in cockpit 

• Cockpit instrumentation and flight controls destroyed 

• Engine mixture control (vernier type) pulled out and bent downward (?) 

• Engine throttle control full-in/forward (?) 

• Propeller blades did not exhibit twisting or chordwise scratches, i.e., no evidence of engine 
torque during ground impact 

• Flaps up/retracted 

• Rudder exhibited full left deflection, with its rudder horn stop plate over-traveled and 
snagged under the stop bolt head (refer to figures 1-6 and 1-7) 

• Rudder stop plates (riveted on rudder horn) were installed backwards  

• Flight control continuity was established 

• No structural anomalies were found (e.g., fatigue failures) 
 
Maintenance records indicated that the airframe had at least 10,700 hours total time, and no major 
repairs or alterations were performed on the rudder control system. Cessna Service Bulletin 
SEB01-01 was issued about 3½ years prior to this accident, which provided an enhanced rudder 
stop installation designed to assist in preventing the possibility of the rudder overriding the stop bolt 
during a full left or right deflection (simply via increasing contact area of stop bolt heads and their 
stop plates/bumpers). This Service Bulletin was not complied with. Records also indicate that the 
rudder stop plates were not replaced or repaired.  
 
Research of other Cessna 150/152 stall/spin accidents revealed what appeared to be a closely 
related accident in Lac Saint-Francois, Quebec, Canada, on July 18, 1998 (Transportation Safety 
Board of Canada Report No. A98Q0114).  
 
NTSB probable cause for the subject airplane was an “improperly installed rudder bumper, which 
resulted in a rudder jam during spin training and subsequent uncontrolled descent into terrain. A 
factor was the operator did not comply with the service bulletin.” Furthermore, the NTSB issued a 
Safety Recommendation (A-07-33) to the FAA on March 21, 2007, requiring an Airworthiness 
Directive to comply with Cessna Service Bulletin SEB01-01.  
 
Beyond the NTSB investigation, further findings came to light that do not support the NTSB 
probable cause, nor their Safety Recommendation:  
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• Contact areas between the rudder stop plates and their respective bolt heads exhibited 
wear patterns consistent with properly rigged rudder travel (unlike reported findings from 
the Lac Saint-Francois accident) 

• Elastic properties of rudder assembly only allowed a forced over-travel condition in aft 
direction (i.e., cannot be pulled via cables/pilot input) 

• Extreme rudder pedal push tests (just short of damaging pedals) on exemplar/serviceable 
Cessna 150/152 models would not create a rudder over-travel condition, regardless of how 
the rudder stop plate was installed (tab forward versus aft) 

• Rudder cable pull tests (>350 lbs tension on either right or left control cable) on both an 
exemplar tail section assembly mock-up/test fixture as well as the subject damaged tail 
section assembly would not create a rudder over-travel condition (even when the stop bolt 
heads were lubricated) 

 
In essence, a “cut-and-paste” analysis from the Lac Saint-Francois accident was applied to the 
subject accident without being substantiated and properly compared. The above-noted clearly 
shows that the rudder over-travel occurred during terrain impact, and something else was involved 
with the pilots not regaining control of the airplane, e.g., improper engine control inputs and 
performing the stall/spin with inadequate altitude over terrain.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 1-6: Subject Cessna 152 rudder stop over-travel condition - view 
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of right stop plate snagged on its stop bolt head 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 1-7: Exemplar Cessna 152 rudder stop installation – view of  

  left stop plate against its stop bolt, i.e., full right rudder deflection 

 
 
Summary 
 
So … practically speaking, what can we do to reduce inaccurate and incomplete investigation 
findings?  
 
1. Base the investigative findings on evidence and scientific principles, not just experience.  
2. Always look past the perceived obvious, and even the “absurd.”  
3. Completely document and evaluate facts before forming any conclusions.  
4. Use the right tool to do the job - build a network of expertise and learn how to support them.  
5. No “cut-and-paste” analyses allowed – confirm other investigation findings.  
6. Evaluate the injury-producing mechanisms – not just the mechanical failures.  
7. Maintain a comprehensive database and thoroughly document both major and minor events 
when possible.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Tab installed 

correctly 
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Answer to puzzle on page 3:  IF  BLACK  BOXES  SURVIVE  AIR CRASHES,  THEN  WHY  ISN’T  
THE  WHOLE AIRPLANE  MADE  OUT  OF  THAT  STUFF? 
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